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Shungite EMF Protection: The Secret to Staying Safe from Harmful Radiation
December 2, 2020 by Ethan Ramsey Leave a Comment
  


Shungite itself is not a new material, however, the concept of Shungite EMF protection is somewhat new. But what exactly is Shungite and how does it work?Shungite is a mineral that has existed for a long time only in a specific area of the world in Russia. People in this area noticed health benefits when using Shungite with water, either for bathing, or drinking. Shungite … [Read more...]

Filed Under: EMF Protection Tagged With: crystals
Black Tourmaline EMF Protection: Say Goodbye to EMF Radiation!
December 1, 2020 by Ethan Ramsey Leave a Comment
  


Black Tourmaline is one of many stones that people are now discovering for the purpose of EMF protection of your body, and for your home as well.  Black Tourmaline has many beneficial properties for the purpose of EMF protection. Some of these include the following: grounding, conversion of negative energy into positive energy, harmonization of EMF radiation, and many others. … [Read more...]

Filed Under: EMF Protection Tagged With: crystals
Get the Best EMF Meter and Keep EMF Radiation at Bay
November 20, 2020 by Ethan Ramsey Leave a Comment
  


Today now more than ever, EMF radiation is all around us. It is becoming more and more of a presence as our lives continue to involve more and more products that emit this radiation. One of the first things you should look at in order to protect from this radiation is a means to measure this EMF radiation. The way to do this is by purchasing an EMF meter. But how do you know … [Read more...]

Filed Under: EMF Protection
Get the Best Smart Meter Cover and Sleep Soundly Knowing Your Family Is Safe
November 17, 2020 by Ethan Ramsey Leave a Comment
  


One of the new innovations out there that your local utility is using to measure your usage for billing purposes, is the smart meter. This enables the power company to bill you for your monthly use of electricity, without the need of a person going door to door to read and monitor your meter on a monthly basis. But what the local power company will not tell you, is that there … [Read more...]

Filed Under: EMF Protection
How To Protect Your Home From Cell Phone Tower Radiation
November 16, 2020 by Ethan Ramsey 5 Comments
  


Cell phone radiation is becoming a subject of great importance in the current age we live in today. More and more people are making cell phones a priority in their lives. We are on them for work, texting others, and searching the internet for various reasons on a constant basis. This need to be on the phone constantly is exposing us to EMF radiation, and the question we need to … [Read more...]

Filed Under: EMF Information
Discover the Best Crystals for EMF Protection Today
November 12, 2020 by Ethan Ramsey 2 Comments
  


As electronic devices are becoming more and more common in our everyday lives, many people are looking for natural alternatives to protect themselves from EMF radiation exposure. Among those are crystals. But how do you know which are the best crystals for EMF protection? Our goal is to help you understand what they are and how they can benefit you.There are many types of … [Read more...]

Filed Under: EMF Protection Tagged With: crystals
Honest Aulterra Neutralizer Review: Is This the Key to Protecting Yourself from EMF Radiation?
November 11, 2020 by Ethan Ramsey Leave a Comment
  


In this article, we are going to take a look at a company that is at the forefront of pioneering development of a line of products in the area of EMF protection.  This company is Aulterra, which is a U.S. based company with headquarters in Hayden, Idaho. The company has a variety of products that can be used to help protect against the effects of EMF radiation. We will provide … [Read more...]

Filed Under: EMF Protection
Harmful Effects Of Electromagnetic Radiation On Humans
November 8, 2020 by Ethan Ramsey 1 Comment
  


In the current environment which we live in today, we are being exposed to an ever-increasing amount of electromagnetic radiation. A lot of people think that these products that generate this radiation are beneficial technologically. But, in this article, we are going to examine the harmful effects of electromagnetic radiation on humans.Many products such as appliances, … [Read more...]

Filed Under: EMF Information
Best EMF Floor Mat: Don’t Settle for Less
October 26, 2020 by Ethan Ramsey Leave a Comment
  


One of the newer options in the market today for products in the area of grounding is EMF floor mats. People are now turning to these products for a variety of reasons. One of these is potential health benefits. There are many people who have experienced relief of pain, improved circulation, improved sleep, increased energy level, and decreased stress from using these mats. We … [Read more...]

Filed Under: EMF Protection
Get a Low EMF Microwave Oven: Don’t Sacrifice Health for Convenience
October 24, 2020 by Ethan Ramsey Leave a Comment
  


If you are looking for a low EMF microwave oven, we hate to be the bearers of bad news. There is no such thing. That being said, there are some things to look for when buying a new microwave, and there are some things you can do to minimize your EMF exposure.In this article, we will take a look at microwave ovens. We will look at some reviews for what we believe to be the … [Read more...]

Filed Under: Low EMF Devices
The Best Red Light Therapy Device for Pain Relief: How to Choose?
October 23, 2020 by Ethan Ramsey Leave a Comment
  


Red light therapy is becoming more and more increasingly popular treatment for muscle pain relief and pain relief in general. Many people are looking for alternatives to medication, which many times has undesirable side effects. Others want to avoid injections, which can cause additional pain or infection for the person affected by the condition. But how do you know which is … [Read more...]

Filed Under: Low EMF Devices Tagged With: light therapy
Best Professional LED Light Therapy Machine: Get the Professional Spa Experience at Home
October 23, 2020 by Ethan Ramsey Leave a Comment
  


LED light therapy is becoming more and more popular in this day and age to treat various problems with the skin and is a great way to treat and improve skin condition in general. Some prefer to treat their skin at home, while others go to salons, spas, or other professional treatment centers seeking improvement. There are many machines out there for the purpose of utilizing LED … [Read more...]

Filed Under: Low EMF Devices Tagged With: light therapy
The Best Low EMF Baby Monitor for Your Peace of Mind
October 21, 2020 by Ethan Ramsey Leave a Comment
  


There are many things to take into consideration when looking for the best low EMF baby monitor. A baby monitor is an important thing to have to keep track of your baby and its health on a constant basis. Safety is of the utmost importance when taking care of your child. Looking for a baby monitor that is low EMF is important to some people, others want a good quality camera … [Read more...]

Filed Under: Low EMF Devices Tagged With: baby monitors
Bebcare Baby Monitor Reviews: The Perfect Low EMF Solution for Your Baby?
October 21, 2020 by Ethan Ramsey Leave a Comment
  


If you are looking for the safest baby monitoring system with low EMF exposure, then you've come to the right place. Bebcare offers some of the best low radiation baby monitors available. In this article, we will provide you with our full Bebcare Baby Monitor reviews.Before we get to the reviews, however, we would like to point out that if you order directly from the … [Read more...]

Filed Under: Low EMF Devices Tagged With: baby monitors
Best Whole House Dirty Electricity Filter: Protect Your Home and Your Health
October 19, 2020 by Ethan Ramsey Leave a Comment
  


The issue of how to reduce dirty electricity in your home is an important one. It seems like that with every year that passes, each one of us accumulates more of these devices in our homes that contribute to an accumulated effect of dirty electricity. The larger the home, the more area and space that needs to be looked at in our homes for dirty electricity increases. The list … [Read more...]

Filed Under: EMF Protection Tagged With: dirty electricity
Greenwave Dirty Electricity Filters Reviews: Do They Really Work?
October 19, 2020 by Ethan Ramsey Leave a Comment
  


Greenwave International is a company that is on the cutting edge when it comes to dealing with dirty electricity and the effects it can have on a person's health. As you will learn in our Greenwave Dirty Electricity filters reviews, their products are top of the line when it comes to helping to reduce the effects of dirty electricity, which is a type of EMF pollution. Greenwave … [Read more...]

Filed Under: EMF Protection Tagged With: dirty electricity
EMF Harmony Reviews: What You Need to Know Before Buying
October 16, 2020 by Ethan Ramsey Leave a Comment
  


EMF Harmony makes some of the best EMF protection products on the market today. We love how effectively their products work, and also the tremendous value that they offer. In this article, we will be discussing several of their top-selling products and offering our own EMF Harmony reviews.Before we get started, however, we do want to point out that if you order direct from … [Read more...]

Filed Under: EMF Protection Tagged With: cars, wifi
Best EMF Protection For Home: A Complete Guide
October 15, 2020 by Ethan Ramsey Leave a Comment
  


A common topic of discussion these days is how to protect yourself from EMF radiation in your home and what is the best EMF protection for home. In order to understand this, first, let us define what is EMF radiation and how does it affect you. We will cover those topics below.
Top 9 Best EMF Protection For Home Products For Sale
After you have taken the free steps mentioned … [Read more...]

Filed Under: EMF Protection Tagged With: wifi
Mission Darkness Faraday Bag Review: Protect Your Devices from Hackers
October 14, 2020 by Ethan Ramsey Leave a Comment
  


Mission Darkness Faraday bags are top-notch when it comes to Faraday bags. We feel that they offer a plethora of products that are top quality when it comes to performance and they are priced at a level that does not break your wallet. They have a large selection of products to protect many of your devices and in a variety of styles as well. In this article, we will be giving … [Read more...]

Filed Under: EMF Protection Tagged With: cars, faraday bags
How to Find 5G Towers Near Me and Protect Yourself from EMF Radiation
October 14, 2020 by Ethan Ramsey 2 Comments
  


In this article, we are going to discuss several topics related to 5G. Some of these include the following questions: What is the definition of 5G?, How to find 5G towers near me? How is 5G different than 4G or 3G?, What is the difference with 5G related to radiation compared to 4G or 3G?,  and finally, How do you see if your provider has 5G already?
What Is The Definition Of … [Read more...]

Filed Under: 5G Tagged With: 5G
Safe Calls: Best EMF Protection For Cell Phones Reviewed
October 13, 2020 by Ethan Ramsey Leave a Comment
  


In this article, we are going to review 3 of the top options out there for the best EMF protection for cell phones. There are Faraday Sleeves, EMF blocking pouches, and EMF radiation blocking stickers. We are going to take a look at the best selections, best values, and cheapest products that can accomplish the goal you are looking for in protection from EMF emissions.
Top 8 … [Read more...]

Filed Under: EMF Protection Tagged With: faraday bags
Silent Pocket Faraday Bag Review: Keep Your Devices Safe
October 8, 2020 by Ethan Ramsey Leave a Comment
  


If you are looking for an in-depth Silent Pocket Faraday Bag Review, then you've come to the right place. Before we get started with the reviews, however, we would like to mention that if you order directly from the Silent Pocket website you can likely get your items for less and receive free shipping and a free gift with some orders.
Silent Pocket Faraday Cages For Sale
Once … [Read more...]

Filed Under: EMF Protection Tagged With: cars, faraday bags
Best Faraday Bags For Key Fobs: Keep Your Car Safe
October 7, 2020 by Ethan Ramsey Leave a Comment
  


In this day and age, it is necessary to protect your possessions and keep them safe. Thieves are utilizing amazing technology for criminal means to benefit themselves. So how does one prevent this from happening to them? One target for thieves is your Key Fob. With this signal, they can enter your car, or even steal your car. This is where having one of the best faraday bags … [Read more...]

Filed Under: EMF Protection Tagged With: cars, faraday bags
Find Out Why a WiFi Router Guard Is a Must-Have for Your Home
October 4, 2020 by Ethan Ramsey Leave a Comment
  


The market and demand for WiFi Router guards are increasing as users are looking for ways to protect themselves from EMF radiation. In this article, we will take a look at a variety of the best WiFi router guards and their benefits and advantages. We will examine our selections for the best WiFi router guard, the WiFi router guard we believe to be the best value, the best large … [Read more...]

Filed Under: EMF Protection Tagged With: wifi
The Best Low EMF Space Heater to Keep You Safe and Warm
October 4, 2020 by Ethan Ramsey 1 Comment
  


In this article, we will look at the best Low EMF Space Heater options on the market. Many space heaters in the marketplace emit low amounts of EMF, however, none are truly EMF free. We will review many types of options for Low EMF heaters out there and try to provide some insight as to which of these might be best for you. In addition, we will examine the different types of … [Read more...]

Filed Under: Low EMF Devices
Best Far Infrared Heating Pad And Mat: Revitalize Your Body and Say Goodbye to Aches and Pains
October 2, 2020 by Ethan Ramsey Leave a Comment
  


Pain is a serious problem that affects many people on a daily basis. For some, it is muscle aches and discomfort. For others, it can be problems with joints and bones which cause your daily routine to be more challenging. Many people turn to infrared heating pads as a solution to help combat this problem and simply to make them feel better. When used in the recommended way, the … [Read more...]

Filed Under: Low EMF Devices Tagged With: heating pad
Best Radio Frequency Machine For Face And Body: Get Glowing Skin and Say Goodbye to Wrinkles
September 26, 2020 by Ethan Ramsey Leave a Comment
  


Many people are looking for an alternative to surgery when it comes to tightening skin for their face or other areas of the body. Avoiding the pain and the associated recovery times for surgical procedures to tighten skin are much preferred to a long recovery from surgery. If you are one of them, you may be looking for the best radio frequency machine for face and body.
Top 6 … [Read more...]

Filed Under: Low EMF Devices
Best Infrared Sauna Blanket: Detoxify Your Body and Sweat Your Way to Health
September 4, 2020 by Ethan Ramsey Leave a Comment
  


In the current world we live in now, relaxation is at a premium. Imagine if you had the ability to find relaxation in your own house, without the cost and hassle of going somewhere to a sauna. How can you do this you may ask? Well, the answer may come in the form of using the best infrared sauna blanket. A sauna blanket can save you the time of having to travel somewhere on a … [Read more...]

Filed Under: Low EMF Devices Tagged With: sauna
Best Low EMF Portable Infrared Sauna: Experience the Healing Power Anywhere
September 4, 2020 by Ethan Ramsey Leave a Comment
  


When you choose the best low EMF portable infrared sauna, there are many benefits associated with its use. Most obvious are health-related benefits. Many users report low EMF portable infrared saunas can help with muscle relaxation, stress reduction, pain relief, the release of toxins, burning of calories, and general relaxation for the body.
Top 5 Best Low EMF Portable … [Read more...]

Filed Under: Low EMF Devices Tagged With: sauna





About Us
  



Hi! I’m Ethan. My team and I are passionate about EMF radiation protection and sharing everything we know and learn about this controversial topic. We have decades of combined EMF radiation experience between us. Bioelectromagnetics.org is the ultimate resource for learning everything about EMF radiation risks, protection, and products.
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Disclaimer: As an Amazon Associate I earn from qualifying purchases. BioElectromagnetics.org provides lists of the best low EMF products for people who quickly want to know what to get. When readers choose to buy our independently chosen editorial picks, we earn affiliate commissions that support our work.
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